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ABSTRACT 

Without human intervention, species distributions are dictated by suitable 

environmental conditions and limited by geographic barriers, such as rivers, mountain 

systems, or other unsuitable habitats. An example of an effective barrier to gene flow is 

the Andes cordillera. In this study, we investigate whether the effects of human 

disturbance (e.g., cattle ranching, deforestation) can override the natural isolation of 

populations of the common vampire bat (Desmodus rotundus) that occur on opposite 

sides of the Andes.  In order to test this hypothesis we explore the genetic constitution of 

Ecuadorian populations of the common vampire bat, including samples collected in a 

Trans-Andean transect in southern Ecuador, ranging from 251 m on the western side up 

to an elevation to 2,142 m in its maximum level, and descending to 875 m on the eastern 

side. For 136 individuals, we sequenced the entire mitochondrial cytochrome-b gene 

(1,140 base pairs) and fragments of intron 7 of the nuclear fibrinogen, B beta polypeptide 

gene (705 base pairs). Analyses revealed high mitochondrial DNA structure between 

populations from opposite sides of the Andes, and little nuclear DNA structure among 

populations.  This type of distribution of variation in the mitochondrial and nuclear 

genomes is indicative of an asymmetric dispersal pattern where gene flow between 

groups is mostly a result of male dispersal events. Results indicate that for some species, 

the high human disturbance in the Andean region may result in sympatry of populations 

from each side of the Andes and permit contact and potential introgression of divergent 

populations.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

General Considerations 

This thesis is arranged in three chapters.  The first chapter (Introduction) is a 

general overview of the topic; it serves to give background information to the reader on 

the problem addressed, the methodologies used, and the study organism.  The second 

chapter (Genetic diversity of the common vampire bat Desmodus rotundus in Ecuador: 

testing cross-Andean gene flow) is the main body of the thesis and is structured as a 

manuscript for submission to the journal Molecular Ecology. In the third chapter 

(Conclusions) the main results are highlighted and contrasted with related studies, and 

future research possibilities are outlined. This thesis follows the formatting guidelines of 

the Graduate School of Texas Tech University for thesis and dissertations, and the 

citations and References sections follow the Harvard system.  

Biogeographic Enigmas 

Species distributions are usually dictated by suitable ecological conditions, and 

interrupted by abrupt landscape barriers such as rivers or mountain systems. When a 

barrier divides a species range into two separated populations, it restricts gene flow 

between the two isolated populations. With sufficient time, absence of gene flow, neutral 

genome evolution, and different selective forces in each population, they diverge from 

each other and an allopatric speciation event happens (reviewed in: Coyne & Orr 2004, 
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Baker & Bradley 2006). An extraordinary example of an effective barrier to gene flow is 

the Andes mountain system.  The Andes divide the Neotropics in two major bodies: 

Central America/Chocó/Tumbesian regions and eastern South America. This mountain 

range experienced its highest uplift between 6 and 2 million years ago along the northern 

Andes and between 10 and 5 million years ago in the central Andes (Coltorti & Ollier 

1999, Garver et al. 2005, Garzione et al. 2008, Picard et al. 2008), and perhaps has been 

since then a major barrier for gene flow between populations of organisms living in the 

lowlands of Central American/Chocó/Tumbesian from those in the Amazonian forests 

(Brumfield & Capparella 1996).         

The Andes have shaped the diversity of the lowland forests restricting species to 

either East or West side, as in the case of amphibian, reptile, bird and primate species 

(e.g., Ron 2000; Schulte et al. 2000; Brumfield & Edwards 2007).  In contrast, 

approximately 115 species of bats have cross-Andean distributions (Simmons 2005), 

indicating that populations of these species may be experiencing gene flow, or, in cases 

where gene flow has been completely stopped, differentiation of species may be 

occurring at the molecular level with incipient morphological differentiation. If gene flow 

is occurring, it should be most common in places where the elevation of the Andes is low. 

One potential site for gene flow is located in southern Ecuador and Northern Peru, the 

Loja-Huancabamba region of Chapman (1926) or Amotape-Huancabamaba zone of 

Weigend (2002). This is a region characterized by having lower elevation mountains than 

in the northern and southern Andes (Chapman 1926, Weigend 2002).  Additionally, if 

occurring, cross-Andean exchanges would be common in species with certain ecological 
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characteristics, such as tolerance of lower temperatures, elevational generalism, and 

tolerance to human disturbance. An ideal candidate possessing all these qualities is the 

common vampire bat (Desmodus rotundus). 

No published evidence is available to reject or support the possibility of cross-

Andean gene flow in bats at a relatively small and localized geographic scale. Therefore, 

the main objective of this thesis is to test for the presence/absence of gene flow among 

vampire bats across a probable site where faunal interchanges or gene flow may occur. In 

order to demonstrate gene exchange, mitochondrial and nuclear DNA markers are used to 

analyze the population structure of vampire bats and to determine if gene flow has been 

occurring. In particular the following questions are addressed:  (i) How are the genetic 

lineages of D. rotundus geographically distributed in Ecuador? (ii) Are levels of genetic 

diversity similar in both slopes of the Andes? (iii) If occurring, what are the levels of 

hybridization, introgression and gene flow among the populations on each side of the 

Andes? (iv) Have human disturbances, especially deforestation and increased cattle 

ranching, shaped the genetic structure of the common vampire bat? (v) Should the 

populations from the east and west sides of the Andes be recognized as distinct species?   

Selecting the Methodology 

Tissues of vampire bats for this study have been collected in different field 

expeditions to Ecuador in both versants of the Andes mountains, including a collection 

from a cross-Andean transect crossing the northern aspect of the Amotape-Huancabamba 
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Zone ranging from 251 m on the western side up to an elevation to 2,142 m in its 

maximum level, and descending to 875 m on the eastern side.    

The mitochondrial cytochrome-b gene was chosen because it is a relatively rapidly 

evolving, maternally inherited marker that permits the study of inter- and intraspecific 

geographic variation in systematic and phylogeographic contexts (Avise et al. 1987; 

Avise 2000; Hoffmann & Baker 2001; Matocq 2002). Also, the cytochrome-b gene has 

demonstrated a particular utility as a species-specific identifier in vertebrate taxa (Avise 

& Johns 1999; Avise & Walker 1999; Bradley & Baker 2001; Baker & Bradley 2006). 

Although one could argue that there are faster evolving mitochondrial segments than the 

cytochrome-b gene (i.e., mitochondrial control region), more suitable for intraspecific 

populational studies, it was decided to use the cytochrome-b gene because of preliminary 

information indicating high levels of variation among populations of vampire bats in 

eastern South America (Martins et al. 2007), and because a protein-coding gene avoids 

alignment problems.  Several nuclear markers were also chosen in order to analyze 

population structure of vampire bats. For a nuclear marker to be effective it was necessary 

for the gene to evolve rapidly to provide phylogenetic utility. Several candidates were 

chosen, for example: AMELY, Beta fibrinogen intron 7, BGN, HK1, PLCB 4, von 

Willebrand Factor exon 28 (Roca et al. 2005; Johnson et al. 2006; Bininda-Emonds 2007; 

Porter et al. 2007). For data analyses, Parsimony networks Analyses of Molecular 

Variance (AMOVA’s) were conducted to characterize the genetic diversity and variation 

of the populations of the vampire bats, as well as visualize any sharing of genotypes 

among populations which would indicate the occurrence of gene flow. Also, the different 
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allelic composition of the nuclear markers can detect the extent of gene flow by 

recognition of F1 and back crosses among populations.  

The Study Organism 

Vampire bats feed almost exclusively on vertebrate blood. They belong to the 

family of the New World leaf-nosed bats (Phyllostomidae), and currently three species 

are recognized in three monotypic genera: Desmodus rotundus, Diaemus youngi, and 

Diphylla ecaudata. Whereas D. youngi and D. ecaudata are rare components of the 

Neotropical fauna (e.g., Pinto et al. 2007), D. rotundus (common vampire bats) are 

abundant in human-modified environments, especially grazing areas devoted to cattle 

rising. Common vampire bats are effective vectors of rabies and rabies-like viruses 

among cattle, causing high mortality rates during outbreaks. Other economic losses are 

associated with excessive bleeding and parasitic infestations by screw-worms at sites 

where vampire bats bite for obtaining a meal (e.g., Constantine 1988, Belotto et al. 2005, 

Fernandes Souza Barbosa et al. 2008). For centuries vampire bats have also been a source 

for human imagination, since the mythical god Zotz of the Mayas and the imaginative 

Spaniard’s chronicles to the well exploited Dracula character (Villa-C & Canela-R 1988).  

  Common vampire bats are widespread in distribution, ranging from Sonora, 

Nuevo León and Tamaulipas in México, south to northern Argentina, Chile, and 

Uruguay; they also are found in Trinidad and Margarita Island in Venezuela (Simmons 

2005). In Ecuador common vampire bats have been reported throughout the country from 
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the Amazon basin to the coastal towns, often near densely populated areas (Albuja 1999 

and references therein).  
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CHAPTER II 

GENETIC DIVERSITY OF THE COMMON VAMPIRE BAT DESMODUS ROTUNDUS 

IN ECUADOR: TESTING CROSS-ANDEAN GENE FLOW 

Abstract 

Without human intervention, species distributions are dictated by suitable 

environmental conditions and limited by geographic barriers, such as rivers, mountain 

systems, or other unsuitable habitats. An example of an effective geographic barrier is the 

Andes cordillera. We investigated whether the effects of human disturbance can override 

the natural isolation of populations of the common vampire bat (Desmodus rotundus) that 

occur on opposite sides of the Andes.  In order to test this hypothesis the genetic 

constitution of Ecuadorian populations of D. rotundus was explored. For 136 individuals, 

the entire mitochondrial cytochrome-b gene and a fragment of the fibrinogen B beta 

polypeptide gene were sequenced. Analyses revealed high mitochondrial DNA structure 

between populations from opposite sides of the Andes, and little nuclear DNA structure 

among populations. This type of variation in the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes is 

suggestive of an asymmetric dispersal pattern where gene flow between groups is based 

almost entirely on male dispersal events. Results indicate that the Andes mountains are 

naturally a strong geographic barrier, however its effect may be override for generalist 

and invasive species because of the human disturbances specially in the lower mountain 

passes.  
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Introduction 

Invasive species, either native or non-native to a given geographic area, often take 

advantage of anthropogenic disturbances on landscapes by expanding their distributional 

ranges (Sax et al. 2005). Possible effects of these range expansions include the invaders 

hybridizing with local species or populations, extinction of local species by competition, 

dispersal of new diseases, economic losses from the disruption of local ecosystems (e.g. 

Rhymer & Simberloff 1996; Sax et al. 2005). Efforts of studying invasive dynamics with 

molecular tools have been relatively abundant in developed countries. In developing 

countries, even basic descriptive patterns of biological invasions are still poorly 

understood (e.g. Fleischer et al. 2008; Pringle et al. 2009; but see: Fonseca et al. 2006). In 

Latin America a poorly studied invasive species is the common vampire bat (Desmodus 

rotundus). Due to the vampire’s obligate blood-feeding habits, it is thought to have 

expanded its distribution and local abundances as a result of increases in cattle ranching 

practices (Brown 1999; Aguirre et al. 2003). Detailed ecological data to quantify this 

invasion process remain to be established.  

Before human colonization of the New World, the common vampire bat preyed on 

native mammals, and the number of individuals per colony was likely relatively small. 

The species’ distribution is thought to have been restricted to warmer places such as 

lowlands due to a combination of prey availability and physiological constrictions 

(McNab 1973; Tuttle 1988; Brown 1999). With the increasing frequency of human 

colonization, farming, and cattle ranching, the common vampire bat has predictable food 

sources, resulting in a spatially expansion in its ecological niche. Moreover, its 
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distribution has also increased with the progressive availability of domestic animals (e.g., 

cows, chickens, dogs, donkeys, goats, pigs) in locations that originally did not contain 

sufficient natural prey items to sustain populations of vampire bats. One negative impact 

of the increasing occurrence of D. rotundus lies in economic losses by the cattle industry 

through excessive bleeding of wounds caused by bites. Another economic loss is through 

outbreaks of rabies for which vampire bats are effective vectors (Acha & Malaga Alba 

1988; Belotto et al. 2005).  

Without human intervention, species distributions are dictated by suitable 

ecological conditions and limited by geographic barriers, such as rivers, mountain 

systems, or other unsuitable habitat (Brown et al. 1996). When a barrier divides a species 

range into two separate populations, it restricts or stops the gene flow between the now 

isolated populations. An example of an effective barrier to gene flow is the Andes 

cordillera. This mountain range divides the Neotropics into two major bodies: the Central 

America / Choco / Tumbesian region and eastern South America. The Andes experienced 

the highest uplift between 6 and 2 million years ago (Coltorti & Ollier 1999; Gregory-

Wodzicki 2000; Garver et al. 2005; Picard et al. 2008), and since then has been a major 

barrier for gene flow between populations that have been isolated to each versant 

(Brumfield & Capparella 1996). Although, faunal interchanges would be expected to 

occur through low mountain passes. The Loja-Huancabamba region in southern Ecuador 

and northern Peru contains at least two of these passes, the Villonaco pass across the 

valley of Loja in Ecuador, and the Huancabamba depression in Peru (Chapman 1926).  

The Villonaco pass, with a relatively low elevation (2865 m), has been greatly affected by 

human habitation. Little of the native vegetation cover remains as a result of the 
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formation of the city of Loja and associated farming, cattle ranching, and mining 

activities. It is thought that originally this area did not harbor enough large mammals as 

prey to support D. rotundus populations (Tirira 2007). 

Two subspecies of common vampire bats are currently recognized: D. r. rotundus 

from east of the Andes, and D. r. murinus from the west of the Andes (Kwon & Gardner 

2007). Preliminary data of cytochrome-b (Cyt-b) distance values between the respective 

eastern and western populations indicate that the Andes mountains has been an isolating 

barrier for sufficient time to result in speciation by the Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller 

model (Baker and Bradley 2006). Currently, D. rotundus is not uncommon at high 

altitudes in the Andes, with documented presence data above 3500 m (Kwon & Gardner 

2007). The present wide altitudinal distribution along the Andes could potentially bring 

both of these subspecies of D. rotundus into contact, possibly resulting in trans-Andean 

gene flow, hybridization and potential genetic exchange among populations.   

In this paper, potential effects of human disturbance on the naturally isolated 

common vampire bat populations on either side of the Andes are studied. Focus is 

devoted on the two versants of the Andes in Ecuador, with particular emphasis along the 

southern region along the Villonaco pass as one of the most probable areas where faunal 

interchange across the Andes may occur. The following questions are addressed:  (i) How 

are the genetic lineages of D. rotundus geographically distributed in Ecuador? (ii) Are 

levels of genetic diversity similar in both slopes of the Andes? (iii) If occurring, what are 

the levels of hybridization, introgression and gene flow among the populations on each 

side of the Andes? (iv) Have human disturbances, especially deforestation and increased 
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cattle ranching, shaped the genetic structure of the common vampire bat? (v) Should the 

populations from the east and west sides of the Andes be recognized as distinct species?   

 

Material and Methods 

Sampling 

We collected voucher specimens and requested museum samples of liver and 

muscle of D. rotundus from both slopes of the Andes and in the inter-Andean valleys, 

covering the majority of the species’ distribution in Ecuador. We were particularly 

interested in acquiring samples from southern Ecuador, where the Andes have a lower 

elevation which may facilitate gene flow.  Thus we collected in a cross-Andean transect 

in southern Ecuador, ranging from 251 m on the western versant up to an elevation to 

2,142 m in its maximum level, and descending to 875 m on the eastern slope (Fig. 2.1). A 

total of 143 specimens were included in this study, 55 originated from the East, and 88 

from the West of the Andes (Appendix).    

 Selection of molecular markers 

A total of 14 loci (1 mitochondrial, 5 autosomal and 8 located in sex 

chromosomes) were surveyed to select the most variable markers to study the populations 

east and west of the Andes (Table 2.1). As baseline information for preliminary marker 

selection, a literature search was conducted to identify rapidly evolving nuclear genes, 

that might have sufficient variation to document gene flow at the intraspecific level, or 

among closely related species. The mitochondrial Cyt-b gene was chosen for its versatile 
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and wide uses in studies, including a previous research on D. rotundus (Martins et al. 

2007), with ample information available for other phyllostomid bats (e.g. Hoffmann & 

Baker 2001; 2003; Hoffmann et al. 2003; Baker & Bradley 2006; Porter et al. 2007). The 

intron Fgb-I7 was used because of its variability among closely related species of 

Neotropical bats of the genus Micronycteris (Porter et al. 2007). From Bininda-Emmonds 

(2007), the fastest evolving nuclear markers were selected (i.e. PLCB4, vWF), for their 

evolution rates higher than Cyt-b. The most informative markers used in genetic studies 

of hybridization among African elephants (i.e. AMELY, BGN) were selected (Roca et al. 

2001; 2005). An intron of the gene HK1, showed high variability in a study among cat 

species, and thus was also chosen (Johnson et al. 2006).   The major histocompatibility 

complex class II gene DRB1 was chosen for its high variability in another Neotropical bat 

species (Mayer & Brunner 2007). An intron of the gene SRY was elected for the wide use 

of this gene in comparative studies (Lyons et al. 1997). An intron of the gene Usp9X was 

selected for its variability among species of a group of Neotropical bats (Lim et al. 2008). 

Different introns of genes located in the Y chromosome, and that have been amplified in 

other bats, were also tested (i.e., DBY7, SMYC1, SMYC3, UTY11) (Hellborg & Ellegren 

2003).  

Laboratory techniques 

Total DNA was extracted from liver or muscle using a Phenol, Phenol-Chloroform 

protocol (Longmire et al. 1997).  The universal protocol used for PCR amplification 

follows Murphy and O’Brien (2007). For the sequencing reactions we followed Porter et 

al. (2007), with the following modifications: we also used EXO-Sap for PCR purification, 
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also used two models of automatic sequencers: ABI Prism 3100-Avant Genetic Analyzer 

and ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, California), and 

fragments were aligned together, and verified using Sequencher version 4.8 (Gene Code 

Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan).  

Analyses 

To obtain a graphical representation of the variation of the Cyt-b gene and Fgb-I7, 

minimum spanning haplotype networks were constructed with two criteria: the 95% 

parsimony criterion and by allowing all the required mutational steps that would 

eventually link the different subnetworks. The haplotype networks were generated using 

the program TCS 1.21 (Clement et al. 2000). Due to the potential high vagility of bats, the 

low numbers of individuals collected in each locality, and the a priori knowledge of the 

divergence between the populations of vampire bats between both sides of the Andes, all 

the samples were grouped into only two populations: East and West Andes respectively. 

Using Arlequin version 3.11 (Excoffier et al. 2005), an analysis of molecular variance 

(AMOVA) was conducted to estimate population structure.  

Results 

One hundred thirty four of the 143 samples yielded workable DNA for the 

sequencing. The other 9 samples had inappropriate tissue preservation (i.e., formalin-

fixed tissues or too much tissue relative to the amount of lysis buffer). Out of the 14 

surveyed loci, 7 were successfully PCR-amplified and the rest either produced spurious 

PCR products or failed to amplify DNA.  However, the mitochondrial cytochrome-b gene 
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(Cyt-b), and the Intron 7 of the nuclear fibrinogen, B beta polypeptide gene (Fgb-I7) were 

the only fragments used for the analyses in this study because of the greater variability 

observed(Table 2.1).  The Fgb-I7, haplotypes were phased using the GERBIL algorithm 

in GEVALT version 2.0 (Kimmel & Shamir 2005). The entire Cyt-b gene (1140 bp) was 

sequenced for a total of 134 individuals, from which 46 samples come from the east 

versant of the Andes and 88 from the west versant (Appendix).  A subset of 23 

individuals, 9 from the East and 14 from the West were successfully sequenced for 705 

bp of the Fgb-I7.   

Cyt-b gene 

 From the 134 sequences of the 1140 bp of Cyt-b gene, a total of 147 variable sites 

(12.9%) were recorded, and 22 unique haplotypes were recovered with 11 unique 

haplotypes from each versant of the Andes. No shared haplotypes were detected. The 

minimum-spanning network based on a 95% parsimony threshold reveals 4 subnetworks, 

broadly classified as: northwest, southwest, east and central east (Fig. 2.2). Allowing 

connection among all the haplotypes (i.e., with a maximum allowable difference of 100 

mutational steps between haplotypes) all the subnetworks collapsed into a single network 

with two clear main subclades (east and west), with a minimum distance of 79 steps 

between groups. A clear structure (i.e., with few missing haplotypes) was recovered for 

the best-sampled regions: southwest and east. The AMOVA results show a variation 

among populations of 96.4%, and a variation within populations of 3.6%.  

Fgb-I7  
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 A total of 13 variable sites (1.8%) was recovered from a fragment of 705 bp of the 

Fgb-I7 for 23 individuals (46 sequences in total, with two copies of the gene per 

individual). All the variable sites were ambiguous for at least two sequences (i.e. two 

overlapped peaks in the sequence chromatograms). In total, 6 individuals were 

homozygous (i.e. no nucleotide ambiguities in their sequences). Due to the presence of 

ambiguities in the remaining 17 sequences, all the sequences were phased with the 

GERBIL algorithm. A total of 18 haplotypes were resolved. The minimum-spanning 

network with a 95% parsimony threshold shows 5 subnetworks, 2 with only 1 haplotype 

each, and 2 networks of only 2 haplotypes. While allowing connection among all the 

haplotypes (i.e., with a maximum allowable difference of 10 mutational steps between 

haplotypes) all the subnetworks joined into 1 network; where as in the case of the Cyt-b 

main subclades (East and West) were depicted, with a minimum distance of  2 mutations 

among both groups (Fig. 2.3). However, mismatches among the origin of the samples and 

the geographic assignment of the two main clades (i.e., individuals from the East in the 

West clade, and vice versa) were evident for five individuals (i.e., TK135155, TK151777, 

TK151827, TK151829, and TK151830) (Fig. 2.4).  

Discussion 

Vampire bats show a marked structure in the mitochondrial Cyt-b and the nuclear 

Fgb-I7 sequences; however, there are a few inconsistencies in the population assignments 

of individuals with Fgb-I7 as the marker. This is probably a result of recent gene flow.  

Here the 5 questions proposed in the introduction are discussed by providing comparisons 

with other studies of the genetic relationships among populations of species or among 
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closely related species from the Andes or analogous geographic regions. An examination 

of the use of genetic markers to make inferences about the influence of human disruption 

of the environmental and its consequences in the genetic structure of populations of 

organisms is also included in this discussion. 

(i) How are the genetic lineages of D. rotundus geographically distributed in 

Ecuador?  

Two clear well defined genetic lineages of D. rotundus were recovered, each 

restricted to the one side of the Andes cordillera (Fig. 2.2, 2.3).  Each lineage was 

composed of two sub-lineages distinguishing the northwest form the southwest, and two 

geographically nested groups in the east of the Andes. These results support the 

hypothesis that the Andes are the key element in shaping the diversity of the region by 

restricting gene flow between sides of the Andes. The lesser defined structures on both 

the east and west side are evidence that there are other isolating features in addition to the 

Andes that structure the genetic variation of the populations of vampire bats in Ecuador.  

The genetic variation among vampire bats is not unique between the east and west 

versant of the Andes. High genetic differentiation among Brazilian populations of 

vampire bats was also observed among the 3 main natural regions in Brazil: Amazonia, 

Pantanal, and Atlantic Forest (Martins et al. 2007). These finding indicate a high 

concordance between natural formations and genetic structure.  This pattern of high 

differentiation between populations separated by the Andes has been found in other 

organisms with distributions constrained to the lowlands and or with limited mobility, 
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such as trees, butterflies, snakes birds, fruit and nectar-feeding bats (Brower 1994; 

Zamudio & Greene 1997; Hoffmann & Baker 2001; 2003; Dick et al. 2003; Brumfield & 

Edwards 2007). The case of a strong geographic signal in the genetic structure of D. 

rotundus may appear puzzling due to its high vagility, ample distribution, large 

population sizes and abundant food sources (Wilkinson 1985a; 1985b; Voigt & Kelm 

2006). However, the wide current distribution may have been restricted to the warm 

lowlands due to physiological constraints regarding thermoregulation in cold 

environments (McNab 1973) or by smaller, more restricted population sizes before 

human domesticated stock became abundant (Turner 1975; Brown 1999; Schutt 2008). 

The present populations are the result of a genetic signal mixed by historical factors like 

highly structured, low density populations. If gene flow is recent demographic and 

geographic expansions due to the introduction of cattle and other domestic animals in the 

New World tropics remains a viable hypothesis. 

(ii) Are levels of genetic diversity similar in both slopes of the Andes? 

The results point to a similar genetic diversity among east and west in number of 

Cyt-b, and Fgb-I7 haplotypes; however the structure in the two regions is different. 

Geographic structure is more marked in the west than in the east, where there are not well 

defined genetic entities. This pattern may be due to the homogeneity of the landscape in 

the eastern versant of the Andes. The humid forests in the East versant of the Andes form 

a continuum when compared to the varied western versant, where the north is highly 

humid for the influence of the Chocó region, and the south is characterized by dry forests 

(Sierra et al. 1999).   
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 (iii) If occurring, what are the levels of hybridization, introgression and gene flow 

among the populations on each side of the Andes? 

Two possible scenarios might account for inconsistencies in the geographical 

assignment of haplotypes in the Fgb-I7: i) these individuals represent recent hybrids 

between the east and west populations, or ii) the Fgb-I7 haplotype structure seen in the 

study is due to retention of symplesiomorphic ancestral polymorphisms. The following is 

evidence that the most compelling explanation is the assignment of problematic 

individuals as recent hybrids: a) The geographic localities where the potential hybrid 

individuals come from are close to the geographic limit of the east and west populations, 

rather than being randomly distributed as would be expected with ancestral 

polymorphism retention. b) The variation observed in the Fgb-I7 sequences is 

geographically structured, except for the alleles from the opposite side of the Andes, 

indicating that the mismatches represent cases of cross-Andean gene flow. c) All the 

potential hybrids represent heterozygous individuals, with one gene copy coming from 

the opposite side of the Andes.  

Why there is evidence of gene flow only in the Fgb-I7 and not in the Cyt-b gene? 

The most parsimonious explanation for this asymmetrical gene flow is that in the gene 

flow observed is male-biased, and therefore detected only with the autosomal marker 

(Fgb-I7) and not with the exclusively maternally inherited mitochondrial marker (Cyt-b). 

Male-biased gene flow remains a viable hypothesis. First, D. rotundus females are highly 

philopatric, and studies have documented that males disperse further, and do not establish 

strong social bonds as compared to females (Wilkinson 1985a; 1985b). The presence of 
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female philopatry and male dispersal is common in mammals (Greenwood 1980; Johnson 

& Gaines 1990), and several cases have been documented in other bats (e.g. Petit & 

Mayer 1999; Kerth et al. 2000; but see Miller-Butterworth et al. 2003). 

(iv) Have human disturbances, especially deforestation and increased cattle 

ranching, influenced the genetic structure of the common vampire bat? 

Previous studies support the occurrence of cross-Andean gene flow after the last 

major uplift of the Andes (ca. 3 Mya), e.g. in bees (Dick et al. 2004), fruit bats 

(Hoffmann and Baker 2003), and trees (Dick et al. 2007; Trénel et al. 2008). However, 

this study is the first to show evidence for very recent gene flow in a localized area, likely 

driven by human modifications to the environment. Humans have been present in 

southwest Ecuador for relatively long as compared to other places in the Neotropics, ca. 

13000 years. There is evidence indicating that the region was highly active in agriculture 

practices, as demonstrated by the domestication of squash plants and early use of chili 

peppers and maize (Piperno & Stothert 2003; Perry et al. 2007; Zarrillo et al. 2008). It is 

likely that disruption of the environment has been considerable since then. However, a 

more profound impact on the environment has occurred within the last 500 years with the 

introduction of European livestock, farming, mining and urbanization (Sarmiento 2002).  

This recent environment perturbation remains a viable explanation for the observed gene 

flow.  

The resolution of our results does not yet allow for the extrapolation of the current 

use of the land, including human modifications of the environment (e.g., deforestation, 
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cattle farms) to the observed genetic structure of the vampire bats. This is because of the 

low rate of evolution of the Cyt-b gene (2.3%-5% per Mya) with respect to this short time 

period (Hoffmann et al. 2003). Due to heavy human modifications to the study area (i.e., 

large clearings for cattle farming) that are recent, (ca. 500 years), perhaps no molecular 

marker could be useful to quantify the specific responses of the population structure due 

to human disturbance (i.e. range and/or demographic expansion). An indirect method to 

examine the recent impacts of humans on gene flow and distribution is through the study 

of common, directly transmitted, and fast evolving viruses. Such data might provide 

insights into very recent population dynamics of its host, as, for example, in the case of 

feline immunodeficiency virus, which has been used successfully to determine the recent 

population structure of cougars in western North America, while rapidly evolving 

markers as microsatellites have failed to provide resolution (Beik et al. 2006).     

The pattern found in vampire bats of increasing connectivity among populations 

due to the clearing of forest, actually has been found to be the opposite in the Alpine 

butterfly Parnassius smintheus, where the gene flow has decreased due to the increase in 

elevation of the tree line as the result of global warming (Keyghobadi et al. 1999).  

(v) Should the populations from the east and west sides of the Andes be 

recognized as distinct species?   

Operational criteria for species recognition in mammals usually depend on the 

choice of species concept employed. Nonetheless, data used have been mostly based on 

morphological or genetic differentiation or both (e.g., Bradley & Baker 2001; Baker & 
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Bradley 2006). The high genetic divergences in the Cyt-b gene among populations of 

vampire bats in this study and in Martins et al. (2007) suggest that the phylogroups of the 

common vampire bat have been separated for sufficient time to speciate, and that D. 

rotundus is actually a complex of species. Little evidence exists for a recognition and 

demarcation of species in vampire bats using morphological characteristics (Koopman 

1988). However, it has been proposed that morphologically cryptic species groups in bats 

should be common (e.g., Baker 1984; Lewis-Oritt et al. 2001; Hoffmann & Baker 2003; 

Baker & Bradley 2006; Clare et al. 2007; Soisook et al. 2008). The lack of morphological 

differentiation among genetically differentiated lineages would have enormous impact on 

the knowledge of the number of bats species recognized for South America, where more 

than 115 currently recognized species mostly based on morphological characteristics have 

been hypothesized as having conspecific cross-Andean distributions (Simmons, 2005).  

In the particular case of D. rotundus, future work combining the use of 

mitochondrial and nuclear markers, as in this study, waits to be conducted. Such studies 

are recommended in order to detangle the relationships of the different evolutionary units 

currently assigned to this species over its entire distribution. If the pattern seen in this 

study holds true for the other regions where D. rotundus is distributed, it would be 

expected that D. rotundus contains somewhere between 2 to 8 species depending on the 

value in genetic divergence used to distinguish species, evidence  of introgression, and 

hybridization. Recent reviews have suggested that a criterion of 5% sequence divergence 

in the Cyt-b gene indicates sufficient time in allopatry to speciate by the Bateson-

Dobzhansky-Muller model (Bradley & Baker 2001; Baker & Bradley 2006). However, in 
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some groups of mammals even a lower value is concordant with the recognition different 

species, especially if there is a clear association between morphology, geographic 

distribution area and genetic variation (da Silva & Patton 1998). For example, species of 

broad-nosed bats recognized as different with genetic distance values as low as 2% are 

supported by distinct morphological characteristics (Velazco & Patterson 2008).   

In strict terms of the biological species concept (Mayr 1942), the presence of 

reproduction among distantly related population could be provided as evidence that 

species recognition of the populations east and west of the Andes is inappropriate. 

However, in current interpretations of biological species concept some hybridization is 

permitted between different species (e.g., Coyne and Orr 2004). Using the genetic species 

concept for common vampire bats, despite the occurrence of gene flow, the integrity of 

the gene pools (Baker & Bradley 2006) of each population east and west of the Andes is 

protected due to the localized geographic (Fig. 2.4) area where gene flow is occurring.  
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Fig. 2.1 Map of Ecuador showing the 38 collecting localities of this study. Due to the proximity of several collecting points a single 
point may represent two or more sampling locality.  Lowland areas (below 1500 m above sea level) are indicated in white background. 
Highland elevations (Andes Mountains) are shown in light gray shading.  
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Fig. 2.2 Minimum Spanning Network of the Cyt-b gene haplotypes. Each green or red circle represents a different haplotype, 
numbered with a unique number. Green corresponds to haplotypes from the east, and red to haplotypes west of the Andes. Each line 
segment connecting two haplotypes represents a difference of one mutational step; small black solid circles separate two or more 
mutational steps among haplotypes. The dashed line connects the two major clades. The areas of the circles are proportional to the 
number of individuals sharing the same haplotypes. Geographically nested haplotypes are enclosed in rectangles.   
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Fig. 2.3 Minimum Spanning Network of the Fgb-I7 haplotypes. Nomenclature as in figure 2.3. Circles with two different colors 
represent haplotypes found in both sides of the Andes. Arrows indicate mismatches between origin of the sample and haplotype 
assignation, denoting potential hybrid individuals.  
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Fig. 2.4 Close-up map of southern Ecuador showing the sampling localities (see Fig. 2.1) as dots and stars. Red dots indicate western 
Cyt-b and Fgb-I7 haplotypes, green dots represent eastern Cyt-b and Fgb-I7 haplotypes. Stars represent localities where hybrid 
individuals where collected.   
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Table 2.1 Specifications for the 14 DNA markers used in this study, including references for the primers used for amplification and its 
success amplifying D. rotundus DNA. Genetic variation refers to the presence of informative sites in the DNA sequences to distinguish 
among East and West populations of vampire bats. 

Gen  Location Size bp References primers PCR amplification Genetic variation n 
Cyt-b Exon, Mitochondria 1140 This study1 yes2,3 yes 134 
Fgb-I7 Intron, nuclear DNA 530 Porter et al. 2007 yes3 yes 22 
vWF Exon, nuclear DNA 1300 Porter et al. 1996 yes3 no 21 
HK1 Intron, autosomal DNA 398 Murphy & O'Brien 2007 yes3 no 85 
PLCB4 Intron, autosomal DNA 369 Murphy et al.2001 yes3 no 6 
DBY7 Intron, Chromosome Y 400 Hellborg & Ellegren 2003 yes3 no 9 
BGN Intron, Chromosome X 619 Lyons et al. 1997 yes3 no 9 
AMELY  Intron, Chromosome Y 1551 Murphy et al. 1999 no3  -  -  
DRB1 Exon, nuclear DNA 224 Mayer & Brunner 2007 no3  -  -  
SMCY1 Intron, Chromosome Y 2000 Hellborg & Ellegren 2003 no3  -  -  
SMCY3 Intron, Chromosome Y 300 Hellborg & Ellegren 2003 no3  -  -  
SRY Intron, Chromosome Y 580 Lyons et al. 1997 no3  -  -  
Usp9x Intron, Chromosome X 471 Lim et al.2008 no3  -  -  
UTY 11 Intron, Chromosome Y 550 Hellborg & Ellegren 2003 no3  -  -  

1 Cyt-b gene was PCR amplified with primers: Des8L (5’ ACCATCGTTGTATTTCAACTACAGGA 3’) and Des8H (5’GAC CAG 
TGTAATAYATATACTACAGG 3’); and sequenced with additional primers: Art16 (Larsen et al. 2007), DesH317 (5’ATG TYT 
CYAGGTATGTGTAGGATC 3’), Des500L (5’TGTCCAATGRATCTGAGGRGGYTTCT 3’), and Glo5L (Hoffmann & Baker 
2001). 
2 PCR profile of 95°C for 3 min followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 40 sec, 50°C for 40 sec and 72°C for 1 min 15 sec, and a final step 
at 72°C for 10 min. 
3 Touchdown PCR profile as described in Murphy & O'Brien (2007). 
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CHAPTER III 

CONCLUSIONS 

The findings of this research are reaffirming the role of the Andes in the 

diversification and isolation of the Neotropical biota. Large divergences between the 

vampire bat populations east and west of the Andes, indicate that the most plausible 

scenario explaining the differences among populations was that the rise of the Andes 

isolated both populations approximately 3 Mya. However, the Andes were not the only 

force that served to separate the population. The genetic substructure (roughly north and 

south) in each versant of the Andes, indicate that other factors such as local climatic 

conditions and behavior of the vampire bats also played an important role in establishing 

geographically defined divergence.  

The coast of Ecuador can be divided in two regions, the very humid north and the 

arid south, connected by an ecotone in the central portion (Sierra et al. 1999). Other than 

this climatic variation there is not an obvious geographic barrier that could limit 

distribution of vampire bat populations. Along the lowlands, east of the Andes, the 

climatic variation between south and north is minimal where continuous humid forests 

characterize the entire region. The climatic variation might explain the genetic 

substructure along the western versant but are less obvious along the eastern extent of 

their range. It is important to consider that vampire bats are a social species. In each 

colony females are highly related which is a consequence of the pattern of male dispersal 

and female philopatry (Wilkinson 1985a; 1985b). This pattern is likely responsible for the 
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fine scale pattern of population diversity/diversification seen in this study. Thusly there 

are three main non-anthropogenic factors responsible for the structure of the genetic 

variation observed in vampire bats within each versant of Andes in Ecuador: Isolation by 

the Andes, local climatic conditions, and behavior with the latter two explaining the fine 

scale variation. The formation of the Pebas Lake is ruled out as a potential cause of the 

genetic variation within the east populations of Desmodus. The Pebas Lake was formed 

34 Mya and existed until 8 Mya (Wesselingh & Salo 2006) indicating that this formation 

was too old to have an impact in the current genetic variation of the populations of the 

east versant of the Andes.  

The results in this thesis also are compatible with an explanation that the relatively 

recent arrival of human beings in the Neotropics (Dixon 2001), and the associated 

disturbance by clearing forests, urbanization, farming and cattle ranching (e.g., Sarmiento 

2002) has influenced the genetic structure of vampire bats. This is exemplified by the 

presence of nuclear alleles from west of the Andes in the east versant and vice versa 

reflecting recent gene flow. Also, it is evident that vampire bats with a western 

mitochondrial and nuclear genotype have been colonizing the most eastern mountain 

passes in southern Ecuador, where it would was expected to find individuals with the 

genetic constitution of the east side of the Andes. This asymmetry in colonization of new 

areas by vampire bats matches with the higher levels of degradation of the environment in 

the western versant of the Andes compared with the east versant of the Andes which is 

less disturbed than the west versant.  
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Future directions 

This study may serve as a baseline for other projects looking into a significant role 

of human impact in the genetic structure of organisms present in the two versants of the 

Andes. This low mountain pass may be functioning as a laboratory where the natural and 

anthropogenic forces interact in historical and recent processes. In particular, species of 

special attention should be other invasive species, both indigenous (e.g., some secondary 

growth plants in the borders of highways), and introduced (e.g., some fruit flies, rodents). 

As well as, other widely distributed species that can be negatively impacted by human 

activities like birds of prey and slow growing Andean trees.   

Vampire bats have been particularly poorly studied. This could be seen as a 

disadvantage but it also represents opportunities to conduct research. In particular, the 

following points should be emphasized: 

• The phylogeography of the vampire bats in their entire distribution range would be 

profoundly valuable. It would be of important to include nuclear and 

mitochondrial markers to study species limits in Desmodus (cf. Martins et al. 

2007).  

• Due to the climatic restrictions of vampire bats, and the climatic fluctuations 

during the Pleistocene (reductions of warmer areas during the glaciations, and 

subsequent expansion by the end of the glaciations) it would be interesting to 

explore if those fluctuations influenced the genetic structure of populations of 

vampire bats at the edges of their distribution in North and South America (i.e., 

northern Mexico and northern Chile). This can be done by exploring the genetic 
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variation in neutral fast evolving markers like the mitochondrial control region 

and microsatellites (e.g., Lessa et al. 2003).   

• The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) posses several of the more rapidly 

evolving genes in the vertebrate genomes. Studies suggest that this variation is 

maintained by balancing selection, and that the MHC plays important roles in 

pathogen resistance and mating choices. Therefore, life traits of vampire bats such 

as strong social bounds, and the blood feeding habits promoting the direct 

ingestion of pathogens makes an ideal organism to explore the allelic diversity of 

the MHC genes within and among populations to answer questions such as: (i) 

MHC allele diversity in vampire bats is higher while compared to other species of 

bats due to the risks of ingestion of blood pathogens? (ii) Mating choices are 

correlated to the maintaining of heterozygosity in populations? (iii) Is there a 

strong geographical signal in the MHC variation perhaps indicating different 

selective forces in different areas? (e.g., Mayer & Brunner 2007) 

• Human impact on the environment has been proven to be a strong evolutionary 

force in many organisms due to the drastic environmental changes in a short time. 

Also in this thesis, there is support for an effect in the genetic structure of vampire 

bats by forming a hybrid zone between two highly divergent populations in a 

relatively small area in southern Ecuador.  It merits further study of this and other 

recent hybrid zones, especially: the heart of the Huancabamba depression in Peru, 

the north tip of the Andes in Venezuela, the transition forests between the 

Panamian Darien and the Colombian Chocó, the connections between the north 

and south Atlantic forests and the Pantanal in Brazil.  
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• Vampire bats play important roles in maintaining epidemic cycles of certain RNA 

viruses and other pathogens.  However, little is known about the genetic structure 

of these diseases and their natural hosts along their distributional ranges. 

Moreover, with the exception of this thesis research, almost nothing is known 

about the impact of human activities (e.g., deforestation, urbanization, and 

farming) on the genetic structure of either the bats or the infectious agents. 

Applying quantitative phylogeographic approaches while incorporating human 

disturbance factors using GIS models will facilitate the testing of different 

hypotheses concerned with anthropogenic effects on diversity and evolutionary 

processes of vampire bats and their transmitted pathogens. Is there more genetic 

variation of pathogens and vampire bats in disturbed environments, or are only a 

few pathogen strains and vampire bat lineages that are capable of colonizing a 

disturbed environment?  Does human disturbance promote hybridization of 

pathogen strains that were previously isolated, or does disturbance promote 

extinction of local disease strains and vampire bat genetic groups?  These are the 

type of questions that could be addressed through landscape-scale analyses of 

population genetics of vampire bats and their associated pathogens like rabies, 

coronaviruses type I RNA viruses, and other pathogens as trypanosomes (e.g., 

Biek et al. 2006; Wallace et al. 2007). 
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APPENDIX 

A. 1 Individuals sampled for this study and their origin localities. Museum numbers refer to the collections where specimens and/or 
tissues are archived; TK refers to The Museum of Texas Tech University, QCAZ to Museo de Zoología de la Pontificia Universidad 
Católica del Ecuador, and ASK Museum of Angelo State University. Various tissue samples have two or three catalog numbers, 
refereeing to subsamples of the same animal deposited in more than one collection. *Multiple codes included in parenthesis correspond 
to tissue samples that have multiple catalog numbers, refereeing to subsamples of the same animal deposited in more than one 
collection.   
Locality 

ID 
Andes 

Versant Locality latitude longitude elevation n Museum number* 

1 East MORONA SANTIAGO, Bosque 
Protector Domono 02º22´02”S,   

78º12´39”O 1180m 1 TK105256 

2 East MORONA SANTIAGO, Vía Macas - 
Santa Rosa de Naranjal 02º29´54”S,  78º07´07”O 1008m 1 TK105293 

3 East MORONA SANTIAGO, Border bridge 
between Morona Santiago and Pastaza  02º11´36”S,  

78º03´58”O  662m 11 
TK105297 - TK105303; 
TK105305; TK105318; 
TK105319; TK105321 

4 East MORONA SANTIAGO, Surroundings 
of Macas 02º28´08”S,  78º12´09”O 1400m 1 TK105324 

5 East NAPO, Cuevas de Michelle 188674 9903466 663 m 13 
(TK145316, ASK 7698, 
QCAZ 8531) - (TK145328, 
ASK 7710, QCAZ 8543) 

6 East PASTAZA, Río Negro  01º24´59”S, 
  78º12`32”O   3 

(TK104727, QCAZ 4578); 
(TK104729, QCAZ 4584); 
(TK104728, QCAZ 4605)    

7 East PASTAZA, Río Verde 01º24´3”S,  
78º17´24”O  2 (TK104869, QCAZ 4619); 

(TK104865, QCAZ 4677)  
8 East PASTAZA, 5 km E Puyo 9840350 166624   1 TK104014 
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A.1 Continued 

 

Locality 
ID 

Andes 
Versant Locality latitude longitude elevation n Museum number* 

9 East PASTAZA,  Madre Tierra  9837418 831315 956 M 2 TK104434; TK104435 

10 East 
SUCUMBIOS, Puente del Río 
Cuyabeno. Vía Tarapoa-Puerto El 
Carmen, Km. 18.  

00°01'53'' 
S     

76°19'16'' 
W 230 2 (TK105506, QCAZ 6847); 

(TK105528, QCAZ 6869) 

11 East SUCUMBIOS, Comunidad de Zábalo 9964835   414740 233 4 

(TK105594, QCAZ 7509); 
(TK105606, QCAZ 7525); 
(TK105622, QCAZ 7508); 
(TK105641, QCAZ 7507) 

12 East SUCUMBIOS, Border Ecuador-Perú, 
Destacamento Patria, hito 63.  00°27'54''S  75°20'42''W 200 2 (TK105701, QCAZ 7166); 

(TK106224, QCAZ 7238)  
13 East TUNGURAHUA, La Estancia 9839992 809292 1644 M 2 TK104200; TK104208 
14 East TUNGURAHUA, Hacienda Fátima 9841495 822823 1172 M 1 TK104214 

15 East ZAMORA CHINCHIPE, Bombuscaro 
Valley, Cabins Copalinga 

17 M 
0726758,  9547562  1 (TK145329, ASK 7766, 

QCAZ 8599) 

16 East 
ZAMORA CHINCHIPE, Cave near 
Río San Francisco, barrio Dos 
Hermanos  

03.96936° 79.01727° 1539 m 2 TK151776; TK151777 

17 East ZAMORA CHINCHIPE, Cave near 
Yantzaza 03.87276° 78.76629° 875 m 6 TK151825 - TK151830 

18 West AZUAY, Río San Francisco near San 
Francisco 

17 M 
0669487,  9633580 791 m 3 

(TK145330, ASK 7781, 
QCAZ 8614); (TK145331, 
ASK 7783, QCAZ 8616); 
(TK145332, ASK 7784, 
QCAZ 8617)  
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A.1 Continued 

Locality 
ID 

Andes 
Versant Locality latitude longitude elevation n Museum number* 

19 West EL ORO, Quebrada Seca, Fuerte Militar, 
Arenillas 03 39 24.1S 80 10 

56.2W 43 M 3 TK135061 - TK135063 

20 West EL ORO, Punta Brava, Reserva Militar 
Arenillas 03 28 14 (S) 80 07 

03W 17 M 11 TK135154 - TK135164 

21 West EL ORO, Boque Petrificado Puyango 03 52 46.2 
(S) 

80 05 
34.3W 301 M 4 TK135192; TK135239 - 

TK135241 

22 West EL ORO, CERRO CHICHE 03 45 59.7 S 79 38 
50.9W 650 M 7 TK135356 - TK135362 

23 West EL ORO, Zaruma, El Faique 03 42 07.2 S 79 37 
18.4W 915 M 3 TK135378 - TK135381 

24 West EL ORO, Portovelo, Sector El Tablón 03 44 11.4 S 79 35 
41.1W 633 M 1 TK135416 

25 West EL ORO, Zaruma, Vecindario La Colón 03 41 23.1 S 79 35 
43.7W 1106 M 4 TK135479 - TK135482 

26 West EL ORO, Panupali 03.65398° 79.81406° 251 m 2 TK151891; TK151892 

27 West ESMERALDAS, Comuna San Francisco 
de Bogotá  

01 05 36.8 
N 

78 42 
21.5W 63 M 1 TK135540 

28 West ESMERALDAS, Surroundings of 
Comuna San Francisco de Bogotá 01 04 21.3N 78 42 

41.4W 88 M 2 TK135697 - TK135860 
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A.1 Continued 

Locality 
ID 

Andes 
Versant Locality latitude longitude elevation n Museum number* 

29 West GUAYAS, Manglares Churute 
Reserve 02 25 08.1S 79 39 0.3W 54 M 22 

TK134506 - TK134508; 
TK134513 - TK134515; 
TK134528; TK134529; 
TK134547; TK134548; 
TK134559 - TK134570 

30 West GUAYAS, Isla Puna 02 44 40.6 S 79 54 53.6W 11 M 5 TK134963 - TK134967 
31 West LOJA, San Juan 03°54.883' 79°13.676' 1979 m 2 TK151751; TK151752 
32 West LOJA, Masaca 03°53.532' 79°13.631' 1952 m 2 TK151753; TK151754 
33 West LOJA, Pucala 03.86242° 79.20651° 1968 m 5 TK151758 - TK151762 
34 West LOJA, El Paraiso de Jimbilla 03.86013° 79.17833° 1869 m 1 TK151763 
35 West LOJA, Gonzanamá 04.21453° 79.42808° 2142 m 3 TK151863 - TK151865 
36 West LOJA, Cueva Chorillos, Las Chinchas 03.96956° 79.43937° 2064 m 4 TK151871 - TK151874 
37 West MANABI, Pueblo Nuevo 01.42441° 80.74608° 69 m 2 TK151893; TK151894 
38 West PICHINCHA, Unión del Toachi 0º18’49’’S 078º57’15’’W 850-m 1 (TK105408, QCAZ 5434) 
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